PIXAR TRIVIA
...squirrel!
Welcome to W3! Congratulations on making it this far.

Things I hope you managed to do in your first two weeks:
- Rocked up to at least one lecture, joined Arc, remembered that tutes don’t start until W2, hit the Roundhouse (bonus points if you’ve done it every day you were on campus).

Things I hope you will do in the remaining weeks of the semester:
- Rock up to at least one lecture, enjoy the fantastic benefits of Arc membership, go to 80% of your tutes, check out The White House and sign up to one of our sporting/fitness recreational courses.
- If all of that was too much just head to the Roundie for a beer.

As always, feel free to shoot me an email about anything to do with Arc or student representation.

Ben
blitz.arc.unsw.edu.au
Kate Crimmins
WROTE ‘TECH GEEK’ ON P.25
What do you study?
Information Systems
What’s your tactic for coping with the first half of semester?
Double Happy Hour.
What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day?
A good pickup line. “Hey baby you make my shamrocks shake” or “you make my pants want to get up and river dance” … works every time.
What’s in your pot of gold at the end of the rainbow?
A good dance floor.
DreamWorks or Pixar?
DreamWorks. Kung Fu Panda is my spirit animal.
If you were any Pixar character who would you be?
Mr. Incredible, I mean... duh, super-powers and a super-flexible wife.
Shoot, shag or marry: Woody, Buzz and Mr Potato Head
Shoot Buzz, obviously. Marry Woody, that leadership. Shag Mr Potato Head, he’d have the most holes, and I could take his mouth with me.

Ross Adcock
WROTE ‘MODEL STUDENTS’ ON P.13
What do you study?
Education
What’s your tactic for coping with the first half of semester?
Occupying myself with society events and Arc discounts ...
What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day?
Get acquainted with some Liam Neeson films and practice an Irish accent ’til you’ve nailed it.
What’s in your pot of gold at the end of the rainbow?
A deed to one of those penthouses in Central Park wouldn’t be too shabby.
DreamWorks or Pixar?
Pixar, because they can make you fall in love with characters with limited dialogue (Eg. WALL-E and the first 10 minutes of Up).
If you were any Pixar character who would you be?
Edna Mode from The Incredibles. Her hair game is so strong.
Shoot, shag or marry: Woody, Buzz and Mr Potato Head
Stuff that. Woody, Buzz, Mr Potato Head and I will form a squad of our own instead.

Ryan Bautista
WROTE ‘SOCIAL STALKER’ ON P.15
What do you study?
Media (Comms & Journalism)
What’s your tactic for coping with the first half of semester?
I’m still figuring that one out myself. As High School Musical, aka The Greatest Disney Channel Movie Ever, taught us: ’We’re all in this together. ’ Dance moves compulsory.
What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day?
This one’s a secret. Victoria’s Secret.
What’s in your pot of gold at the end of the rainbow?
Lots and lots of money, so I can make raining cash happen.
DreamWorks or Pixar?
I’m on Team Pixar. Why? Because I can *drops mic*.
If you were any Pixar character who would you be?
Celia from Monsters Inc. Her hair game is so strong.
Shoot, shag or marry: Woody, Buzz or Mr Potato Head
Stuff that. Woody, Buzz or Mr Potato Head and I will form a squad of our own instead.

Alexandra Anastassiou
WROTE ‘ST PATRICK’S DAY’ ON P.17
What do you study?
Media (Comms and Journalism)
What’s your tactic for coping with the first half of semester?
Get organised! Mid sem break is so cheeky at making you think you have plenty of time to get all your assignments done!
What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day?
Drink enough Guinness – eventually everyone will look fantastic and you’re bound to get lucky that way. (drink responsibly kids)
What’s in your pot of gold at the end of the rainbow?
A bottomless burrito basket.
DreamWorks or Pixar?
Pixar!
Toy Story, A Bug’s Life, Finding Nemo, Monsters Inc, The Incredibles, need I say more?
If you were any Pixar character who would you be?
Celia from Monsters Inc. Her hair game is so strong.
Shoot, shag or marry: Woody, Buzz or Mr Potato Head
Stuff that. Woody, Buzz or Mr Potato Head and I will form a squad of our own instead.
Mid semester break. The countdown has well and truly begun and we’re only in W3, just ignore that creeping feeling that the second half of semester will drag on forever...

Guy Sebastian is going to represent Australia at Eurovision... what happened to the Kylie & Hugh duet we were hoping for.

St Patrick’s Day. Wear all the green you own and head down to the Roundhouse because it’s going to be huge.

Focus. Will Smith is in it. Enough said.

Our government planning to host an International Women’s Day lunch at a men’s only club.

The Walking Dead vs. True Blood. Vote to decide which cult TV show is better. We just hope it’s settled without any blood spilt (.. or consumed!). Vote on facebook.com/blitzmag and see the results in our next issue.

The Lost Child of Philomena Lee by Martin Sixsmith
This book recounts the incredible true story of an Irish woman’s deepest secret. After falling pregnant as a teenager in Ireland in the 1950s, Philomena’s newborn is forcibly sold to America for adoption by the Catholic Church. After 50 years she decides to find him. This book, which has been adapted into a critically acclaimed film starring Judi Dench, is a poignant testament to the consequences of forced adoption and the powerful bond between a mother and child.

To the muscular South African Business student (I think your name is Jim?) Can I join you for a workout?

Only one McDonald’s in the world has turquoise arches. Officials in Sedona, Arizona, thought that yellow would clash with the natural red rock.

People didn’t always say ‘hello’ when they answered the phone. When the first regular phone service was established in 1878, people said ‘ahoy.’

In Silence of the Lambs, Hannibal Lecter (Anthony Hopkins) never blinks.

When you have the same facial expression no matter what emotion you’re supposed to be showing.

What’s your favourite muscle on a guy?

Deltoids, but only aesthetically. Functionally I like the glutes.

Adam Sandler. But let’s face it, he’s always been trending down.

Shane Watson. He’s finally been dropped from the Australian Cricket team after months of pressure from fans.

Professor West, Kanye delivered an address to 300 students at Oxford University.

Summer is well and truly over. Soon Main Walkway will feel like an icy wind tunnel.

What’s your favourite muscle on a guy?

Deltoids, but only aesthetically. Functionally I like the glutes.
Even with the G rating these characters leave us cowering under the covers. We’ve rounded up the most disturbing characters from our favourite children’s films.

Mr Waternoose
From Monsters Inc
This monster CEO is not someone you’d want to go toe-to-toe with (or claw-to-claw). Arguably more evil than Jordan Belfort, he runs a company that literally makes money by scaring children. Mr Waternoose is like the devil love-child of Mr Krabs (SpongeBob) and Shelob (the Great Spider from Lord of the Rings); he’sfatherlyand impatient on the outside, but inside he’s a poisonous, ruthless money-grubbing machine. With a nasty set of six legs and five eyes Waternoose really is a monster.

BY ERIN MIDDLETON

Bruce
From Finding Nemo
Bruce is that person who tries way too hard to be your friend despite every hint, sign and desperate plea that you really don’t want to be his. He’s like the smiling salesman coming up your driveway but he’s also nature’s best killing machine. Within seconds you lock your doors, turn off every light, hit every mute button and press yourself up against a wall out of sight. That unnecessary and unwanted social interaction is made much worse with the knowledge he might try to eat you in a blood frenzy.

BY ATUL VEDRATA

Hopper
From A Bug’s Life
Hopper is that realistically terrifying character that haunts your dreams, it’s not because this creature was one of the 10 plagues of Egypt and is voiced by the same man who made my soul crumple into itself while watching Se7en, but for the simple fact that we all know someone like Hopper. Maybe they didn’t plan to assassinate the leader of a small colony, but that kid in school definitely chased ants around with a magnifying glass and squished them just as they were approaching their nest. Don’t care if I’m 20, still scared.

BY ALEX ANASTASSIOU

SIDE PIXAR CHARACTERS...

Syndrome
From The Incredibles
Syndrome is like that smart (but notably unhinged) nerd sitting next to you in your Mechanical Engineering tute. They harbour an inner anger towards the world, born out of crushed aspirations and rejection (Ed. Don’t forget the ginger hair). Combine that with Sheldon Cooper-level intelligence and you have a sociopath on your hands. You always knew they’d crack but didn’t think they’d go as far as kidnapping a newborn. Deep down, Syndrome seeks appreciation, and don’t we all? (Ed. We think we could easily defeat him by sending a busty Biology student his way.)

BY GENEVIEVE GAO

Sid
From Toy Story
Sid is the only kid in the neighbourhood who owns an M-80 and isn’t afraid to use it (IIP Combat Card). With half-a-dozen locks on his bedroom door, it can be concluded that he’s hard at work expanding his Mutant Army and feeding his TERRADOPHILIA, a word which here means, an erotic love of the deformed and monstrous. Why else would he give unauthorised surgery to a Pterodactyl-Janie-Doll without anaesthetic? We can only hope that he’s not hiding his bisexuality, stripping discarded toys for parts and awaiting the perfect moment to perform another double bypass brain transplant on an unsuspecting victim.

BY YREL BRENDER

Mr Waternoose
From Monsters Inc
This monster CEO is not someone you’d want to go toe-to-toe with (or claw-to-claw). Arguably more evil than Jordan Belfort, he runs a company that literally makes money by scaring children. Mr Waternoose is like the devil love-child of Mr Krabs (SpongeBob) and Shelob (the Great Spider from Lord of the Rings); he’s fatherly and impatient on the outside, but inside he’s a poisonous, ruthless money-grubbing machine. With a nasty set of six legs and five eyes Waternoose really is a monster.

BY ERIN MIDDLETON

Bruce
From Finding Nemo
Bruce is that person who tries way too hard to be your friend despite every hint, sign and desperate plea that you really don’t want to be his. He’s like the smiling salesman coming up your driveway but he’s also nature’s best killing machine. Within seconds you lock your doors, turn off every light, hit every mute button and press yourself up against a wall out of sight. That unnecessary and unwanted social interaction is made much worse with the knowledge he might try to eat you in a blood frenzy.

BY ATUL VEDRATA

Hopper
From A Bug’s Life
Hopper is that realistically terrifying character that haunts your dreams, it’s not because this creature was one of the 10 plagues of Egypt and is voiced by the same man who made my soul crumple into itself while watching Se7en, but for the simple fact that we all know someone like Hopper. Maybe they didn’t plan to assassinate the leader of a small colony, but that kid in school definitely chased ants around with a magnifying glass and squished them just as they were approaching their nest. Don’t care if I’m 20, still scared.

BY ALEX ANASTASSIOU

THAT GIVE US NIGHTMARES

Put your Pixar knowledge to the ultimate test at the Roundhouse’s Pixar Trivia Night. For more info turn to P17 and check out unsaroundhouse.com.
Don’t miss Kingswood at the Roundhouse on 18 March.
Grab the cheapest tickets on their Aussie tour at unsroundhouse.com.

Blitz caught up with the bass player, Jeremy ‘Mango’ Hunter, of Melbourne band Kingswood in the midst of their national Microscopic Wars tour.

The boys (Fergus Linacre, Alex Laska, Jeremy ‘Mango’ Hunter, and Justin Debrincat) had a huge year in 2014, earning an ARIA nomination and landing two tracks in the Hottest 100 (‘I Can Feel That You Don’t Love Me’ and ‘Microwars’). We can’t wait to brush shoulders with you in the mosh pit when they rock the Roundhouse on 18 March.

What’s the best and worst thing about touring?
Getting to travel around Australia and meeting heaps of legends along the way. Australia is an amazing country. Worst part is being away from partners, family and friends.

What’s been Kingswood’s biggest ‘holy shit’ moment as a band?
Definitely winning the triple j Unearthed Splendour in the Grass gig. It really came out of nowhere and it was our first big festival that we ever played.

How did the nickname ‘Mango’ come about and does the group have any other nicknames inspired by fruit?
Family were mango farmers in Cambodia. There are a few food-related nicknames that get thrown around a bit actually. Snacks Laska, he loves snacks. Burger Debrincat, ate burgers non-stop in the US. We also called Fergus, ‘Frucci’ for his affinity for Coca Cola back before he joined the clean eating fad of 2013-2014.

Can the band member with the most luscious facial hair give us some beard-grooming tips?
Coconut oil and a pet groomer do the trick.

Do you have any pet peeves with each other?
Plenty. We have been a band for 10 years. There are bound to be a few pet peeves.

What is your dream festival line up to play on?
One where nothing goes wrong and we aren’t served pre-mixed cans of 3.5% Sailor Jerry and Coke instead of a bottle of Jameson’s.

What can UNSW students expect at your Roundhouse gig?
A few laughs and a few froths.

RAPID FIRE
Your song-writing muse?
Bertie Beetle
Your spirit animal?
Spotted Tiger Moth
Burgers or burritos?
Burritos
Jimmy Fallon or Jimmy Kimmel?
Fallon

Any advice for budding student musicians?
Practise hard and don’t accept mediocre. When you think a song is perfect, try changing it or adding in something else. It may not work, but at least you know that you have tried every avenue before finalising a composition.

What’s your favourite dance move on stage?
Probably the Philadelphian shuffle, words cannot describe it.

What are your favourite Aussie bands right now?
Karnivool, Luca Brasi, Pond, Remi, Luluc.

For more info: arc.unsw.edu.au/boardelection

NOMINATIONS OPEN MON 23 MAR (W4)
NOMINATIONS CLOSE THURS 2 APRIL (W5)

As a Director, you will oversee the strategic direction of Arc. You’ll be the student voice ensuring Arc supports, engages and develops UNSW students.

Previous experience is not essential. You must be a currently enrolled UNSW student and an Arc member.

For more info: arc.unsw.edu.au/boardelection

KINGSWOOD 2015

We Want You!

Become a Student Director on the Arc Board

As a Director, you will oversee the strategic direction of Arc. You’ll be the student voice ensuring Arc supports, engages and develops UNSW students.

Previous experience is not essential. You must be a currently enrolled UNSW student and an Arc member.

NOMINATIONS OPEN MON 23 MAR (W4)
NOMINATIONS CLOSE THURS 2 APRIL (W5)

For more info: arc.unsw.edu.au/boardelection

KINGSWOOD

2015

Don’t miss Kingswood at the Roundhouse on 18 March.
Grab the cheapest tickets on their Aussie tour at unsroundhouse.com.
We chased down a Leprechaun (or, in hindsight, a bearded student of short stature) and raided their bag to find the ultimate student accessories for St Patrick’s Day. Not only will these picks go perfectly with Guinness at the Roundhouse, but they’ll also leave your mates green with envy.

**BAG RAID**

**Ryan**
**SCIENCE/COMMERCE**
You’re Wearing: Brunello Cucinelli shirt, Ksubi pants, Aquila shoes, and a Jack Spade bag.
You in three words: Passionate, driven and fun.
Most treasured item: Immaterial would be my family, material is my car.
Biggest fashion inspiration: David Beckham. His hair and his family are really lovely.

**Katherine**
**COMMERCE**
You’re Wearing: Steve Madden boots, Zara shorts, Forever New cardigan, top and handbag, and Chanel sunnies.
You in three words: Witty, sassy and phresh-to-death.
Most treasured item: A Tiffany bracelet my father bought me for my 18th birthday.
Biggest fashion inspiration: Nicole Richie and Rihanna. They’re killing it all the time, always looking fresh and cute.

**Vivian**
**MEDICAL SCIENCE**
You’re Wearing: General Pants backpack and Ray-Ban sunnies. My top and jeans are from a boutique in Crows Nest and my boots are from a street market in Hong Kong.
You in three words: Unfashionable couch potato or crazy cat lady.
Most treasured item: My cat Salem, named after my primary school go-to TV show.
Biggest fashion inspiration: A mix between my sister Victoria and Jenn Im from YouTube and Instagram (@imjennim).

**William**
**COMMERCE/ARTS**
You’re Wearing: Target shirt, Industrie pants and Kmart shoes. My bag was a gift from friends.
You in three words: Sociable, energetic and funny.
Most treasured item: My bag, which was given to me as a going away present from Brisbane.
Biggest fashion inspiration: Industrie models and billboard models.

**Insight ‘Army Slouch’ Backpack, $69.99**
This bag has plenty of room for all your lucky charms.

**FallenBrokenStreet ‘You Flight’ Hat, $89.95**
This has to be the most stylish Leprechaun hat we’ve ever seen.

**Skullcandy ‘Uprock’ Headphones in Bunny Teal Grey, $154.95**
Pump some Ronan Keating and get ready to party.

**Nixon ‘Time Teller Matte’ Watch in Peppermint, $19.99**
Ensure you start drinking at noon with this watch. That’s when the party starts at the Roundhouse.

**Stance ‘Imperial’ Socks in Blue, $19.95**
Your ankles will have never looked so psychedelic.

**Insight ‘Sweat Leather Era 59’ in Pine Needle, S55**
Get river dancing in these skate shoes.

**FallenBrokenStreet ‘You Flight’ Hat, $89.95**
This has to be the most stylish Leprechaun hat we’ve ever seen.

**Kit Cosmetics ‘Mood Lift’ Nail Polish, $15.95**
This high shine polish will prime your fingers for all that foot stool packing.

**Skullcandy ‘Uprock’ Headphones in Bunny Teal Grey, $154.95**
Pump some Ronan Keating and get ready to party.

**Nixon ‘Time Teller Matte’ Watch in Peppermint, $19.99**
Ensure you start drinking at noon with this watch. That’s when the party starts at the Roundhouse.

**Skullcandy ‘Uprock’ Headphones in Bunny Teal Grey, $154.95**
Pump some Ronan Keating and get ready to party.
Pixar is better than DreamWorks?

YES

SAYS ALEXANDRA BLACK

Pixar has been going strong from the start. I mean, their first film was Toy Story. You know... that film that made history? The film that made it to infinity and beyond? And the sequels are actually good. I'm really excited to see Toy Story 103 when it comes out!

But what makes Pixar really strong is that they haven't been afraid to push ideas aside because they weren't working. The idea for Wall-E came up in a meeting but wasn't made into a film for another 10 years! They've also not afraid of failure. Sure, Pixar has taken the typical kid's movie route, with toys and cars that come to life, but they've also run with some pretty bizarre ideas. Who would have thought a film about an old man who moves to South America would know... that film that made history? The film that made it to infinity and beyond? And definitely more wins (and not to mention the highest-grossing animation in the US: Shrek 2) than Leo, but it's also an Academy guarantee that Pixar are boss (Finding Nemo's win, anyone?)

Pixar has had seven Oscar nominations. Not only is that more nominations (and definitely more wins) than Leo, but it's also an Academy guarantee that Pixar are boss (Finding Nemo's win, anyone?)

This success has lead to Pixar's join with Disney. Pixar is the best Disney. And you don't mess with Disney.

Ah Pixar, you've got a friend in me.

BLITZ DEBATES

Is Pixar better than DreamWorks?

NO

SAYS JESSI HARRIS

One word... Shrek.

Let's face it. Who can compete with that oniony ogre? With the voice of Mike Myers, Shrek will always be a favourite (Ed: Is Shrek the green, child-friendly Fat Bastard?). I'm sure dedicated DreamWorks' fans will have noticed the perfectly chosen cast of comedians used to voice these characters.

Let's talk storylines. Shrek has graced us with the story of hundreds of rats cooking food in a French restaurant... yeah, they've pretty much done the impossible and turned us off French food.

DreamWorks, on the other hand, has some of the most memorable plotlines. Could you forget Jack Black reincarnated as a chubby panda who defies all odds to become a Kung Fu warrior? Or Ben Stiller, as a lion, deserted on an island with a group of other zoo animal comedians? (Ed: Pretty much your average 4th grade?):

Those who are afriad... Pixar (shudder) may argue that DreamWorks has had a lot of hits and misses in its time, but, as they say, practice makes perfect! And DreamWorks sure came close to perfect with How to Train Your Dragon, Chicken Run and Astro. Not to mention the highest-grossing animation in the US: Shrek 2.

I'll leave you with one last thought. Along with its casts of A-list celebrities, DreamWorks was co-founded by the man who bought aliens, dinosaurs and man-eating sharks onto our screen – the story-telling genius, Mr Steven Spielberg.

#SOCIAL STALKER

BY RYAN BATOISTA

Twitter: One.Perfect.Shot @OnePerfectShot

Have you ever wondered, “How does one capture an iconic film in one single frame?” Well, wonder no more! Meet @OnePerfectShot, your daily dose of still images from cinema’s past and present. Created by filmmaker @The Geoff Todd, the feed comes off as a recommended viewing list, covering films from way back in the 1900s to Oscar favourites Birdman and The Grand Budapest Hotel. All film lovers should give this Twitter account a follow.

Instagram: Hot Dudes Reading @hotdudesreading

Hot Dudes Reading will make that pre-flam lecture commute somewhat bearable. This Instagram account features photos of men in NYC getting into dateliterature on the subway. Exactly how hot are these dudes? That’s entirely up to you and your definition of hot (Ed: We’d get between their covers any day). Regardless, the brilliant captions make Hot Dudes Reading worth following.

By Sarah Schofield

Can’t catch a break? Want to channel your (very distant) Irish heritage? Just want to wake up on the day after St Patrick’s Day? Follow our five tips for how to have your luckiest St Patrick’s Day yet.

Come down and get lucky at the Roundhouse on St Patrick’s Day. Find out more at unsurroundhouse.com.

FOUR-LEAF CLOVER

You’ll probably require someone luckier than you to find this four-leaf clover... put on your best Irish accent, shout them some Guinness, and convince them to give it up if they start quoting Rick Astley, you’ve lost them. If it takes up most of your time, but if you’re determined, give it a shot. It can’t hurt, right?

WEAR GREEN

Assuming the Felix Felicis doesn’t work out (I hear convincing Dr. Slughorn to make it is really difficult these days), you could try Guinness. It’ll certainly make you feel lucky (Ed: A bit of liquid courage might help you woo an Irish lad or lass). Besides, it’s St Patrick’s Day, why wouldn’t you try it?

GUINNESS

No longer reserved for Kermit or Yoda, St Patrick’s Day is the one day of the year you can wear a hideous shade of green and be guaranteed to enjoy yourself more because of it. Embrace emerald tones and you may even win over that special guy or girl... who can resist a leprechaun?

RABBIT’S FOOT

Go buy yourself a fake one and hope like hell that it works as well as a real one, because cutting off actual rabbits feet is just cruel.

DRINK A WHOLE BOTTLE OF FELIX FELICIS

Hey, if it works for Harry Potter...
St Patrick’s Day

**WHAT’S ON UNSW**

**16 MAR – 29 MAR**

**St Patrick’s Day**

**WHERE:** Roundhouse (18+ only)
**WHEN:** Tues 17 March, 12pm ‘til late
**PRICE:** Free!
**VERDICT:** You’re guaranteed to get lucky

BY ALEX ANASTASSIOU

It’s that time of year again when cheeky bearded men come out to play and the world gets a little greener… And, no, I’m not talking about Saturday night in Newtown.

Ah, St Patrick’s Day: when drinking begins at the stroke of noon (as if the first weeks of S1 haven’t done that to you already) and unsuspecting first years fall into the trap of thinking they will like Guinness (Ed. Don’t worry there’s plenty else to tempt your taste buds).

There will be Irish music live in the BeerGarden, fantastic prizes to be won and plenty of food and drink specials to see you through, so bust out your shamrocks and start practising your jigs, because this is an event not to be missed.

Entry is free, but get down to the Roundhouse fast for a table with your friends because not even your lucky charms will be enough to help snag a seat.

The Irish are renowned for having a good time so get ready for a wild night of dark beer and some serious River dancing.

*We’ll see you there, ready to paint the night green!*
**WEEK 3**

### MON MAR 16

**Breakfast Special**
- 8-11am @ The White House
- Get your morning off to a healthy start with their breakfast special.

**Lunch Special**
- 11am onwards @ The White House
- Savor their delicious lunch special.

**Education Collective Meeting**
- 12pm @ Level 2, Arc Precinct
- Enhance your knowledge.

**Campus Bible Study Talk**
- 1-2pm @ Chemical Sciences, M18
- A devotional study session.

**Drinks Special**
- 2pm onwards @ The White House
- Enjoy a special drink deal.

**Free Ping Pong**
- 2-8pm @ Roundhouse
- Put your ping pong skills to the test.

**Happy Hour**
- 4-6pm @ Roundhouse
- Get your day started on the right note.

**Social Sport Registrations Close**
- TBA
- Time to sign up for your favorite sport.

### TUE MAR 17

**Breakfast Special**
- 8-11am @ The White House
- Kick-start your day with their breakfast special.

**Lunch Special**
- 11am onwards @ The White House
- Indulge in their lunch special.

**People of Colour Collective Meeting**
- 1-2pm @ Level 2, Arc Precinct
- Gather to discuss important issues.

**Social Soccer Beginner’s Game: Soccer 101**
- 2-4pm @ Village Green
- Learn the basics of soccer.

**CircleSoc Intro to Circus Workshop**
- 5.30pm @ Physics Lawn
- Introduction to circus arts.

### WED MAR 18

**Breakfast Special**
- 8-11am @ The White House
- Fuel up for the day with their breakfast special.

**Tea Society Gathering**
- 12-2pm @ Colombo House Foyer
- A relaxing tea gathering.

**St Patrick’s Day**
- 12pm onwards @ Roundhouse
- Celebrate with Irish festivities.

**Free Giant Games**
- 1pm @ Roundhouse
- Take part in giant games.

**Happy Hour**
- 4-6pm @ Roundhouse
- Wind down with a drink.

**Filmscreen Screening: Rope**
- 6pm @ Webster 327
- A cinematic evening.

**Kingswood**
- 7pm onwards @ Roundhouse
- Enjoy a night out.

### THU MAR 19

**Breakfast Special**
- 8-11am @ The White House
- Start your day right.

**Lunch Special**
- 11am onwards @ The White House
- Indulge in their lunch special.

**Drinks Special**
- 11am onwards @ The White House
- Enjoy a special drink.

**Enviro Collective Meeting**
- 11am-12pm @ Level 2, Arc Precinct
- Focus on environmental issues.

**Free How To Make Cocktails**
- 1pm @ Roundhouse
- Learn to make your own cocktails.

**Law Revue Social Dance Block**
- 2-4pm @ Roundhouse
- Dance and have fun.

**Rec Course Registrations Close**
- TBA
- Finish up your course registations.

### FRI MAR 20

**Breakfast Special**
- 8-11am @ The White House
- Kick-start your day.

**Lunch Special**
- 11am onwards @ The White House
- Indulge in their lunch special.

**Women of Colour Collective Meeting**
- 10-11am @ The White House
- Focus on issues of diversity.

**Drinks Special**
- 2pm onwards @ The White House
- Enjoy a special drink deal.

**Happy Hour**
- 4-5pm @ The White House
- Wind down with a drink.

**Social Soccer Trivia Night**
- 5pm @ TBA
- Test your soccer knowledge.

**Social Sport Registrations Close**
- TBA
- Final chance to sign up for sports.

**Kingswood**
- 7pm onwards @ Roundhouse
- Enjoy a night out.

### CARNAVAL 2015

**BLITZ PICK OF THE WEEK**
- KINGSWOOD
- Kingswood at the Roundhouse on 18 March. Catch the Aria nominees for only $12. Boo yeah!
### WEEK 4

**MON**  | **MAR 23**
---|---
**Breakfast Special**  | 8-11am  
@ The White House
99c of deliciousness in a breakfast wrap.

**Lunch Special**  | 11am onwards  
@ The White House
Free burger, chips and a regular coffee for $5.

**Education Collective Meeting**  | 12pm  
@ Level 2, Arc Precinct
11am onwards

**Campus Bibo Study Talk**  | 1-2pm  
@ M13, Chemical Sciences

**Women’s Collective Meeting**  | 2-3pm  
@ Women’s Room, Arc Precinct, Basser Steps

**Drinks Special**  | 2pm onwards  
@ The White House
Doughnuts for only $1.80.

**Free Pizza**  | 6pm  
@ Roundhouse

**Free Beer Tasting Night**  | 6pm  
@ The White House
Need we say more?

**Board Elections Nominations Open**  | 1pm  
Make a difference on campus by becoming a Board Director.

**Rec Courses Start**  | 2pm onwards
Get stretching because Rec Courses kick off today.

**Rec Courses Start**  | 5pm onwards
Get stretching because Rec Courses kick off today.

**Free Pool**  | 5pm  
@ Roundhouse
Your skills may lie with Uno but you can still whip arse in a game of poker.

**Pixar Trivia Night**  | 6pm  
@ Roundhouse
Come on. We know you can quote all of Finding Nemo. Show off your knowledge at Pixar Trivia.

**Social Sports Start**  | 1pm  
You’ve read all the books and seen the films. You spent the summer practising running around with a broom between your legs. The time has finally come to make your Quidditch debut.

---

**TUE**  | **MAR 24**

**Breakfast Special**  | 8-11am  
@ The White House
$5 of deliciousness in a breakfast wrap.

**Lunch Special**  | 11am onwards  
@ The White House
Make like Homer and demolish a pizza and beer for $12.

**Drinks Special**  | 12pm onwards  
@ The White House
A noon fiesta at The White House with $19 jugs of sangria will definitely help you with studying.

**Flea Markets**  | All Day  
@ International Square
Rummage through vintage clothing, jewellery and books to snag a bargain.

**People of Colour Collective Meeting**  | 1-2pm  
@ Level 2, Arc Precinct

**Free Bingo**  | 1pm  
@ Roundhouse
Come on lucky number 7...

**Happy Hour**  | 4-5pm  
@ Roundhouse
The happiest of hours before shit gets real with poker.

**Free Game of Thrones Double Screening**  | 6pm  
@ Roundhouse
Catch a double screening of episodes from S4.

**Free Beer Tasting Night**  | 6pm  
@ The White House
Need we say more?

---

**WED**  | **MAR 25**

**Breakfast Special**  | 8-11am  
@ The White House
Ease into hump day with an omelette and hash brown for $8.

**Lunch Special**  | 11am onwards  
@ The White House
Forget the goon and microwaveable Easy Mac. The White House has you covered with pasta of the day and a glass of wine for $11.

**Drinks Special**  | 12pm onwards  
@ The White House
Share off your wine knowledge while drinking a $6 glass of any premium wine.

**Enviro Collective Meeting**  | 11-12pm  
@ Level 2, Arc Precinct

**Tea Society Gathering**  | 11-12pm  
@ Level 2, Arc Precinct
Come along to the Tea Society’s weekly tea gathering.

**Free Giant Games**  | 1-3pm  
@ Roundhouse
They’re your classic childhood games. But giant. Boo yay.

**Happy Hour**  | 4-5pm  
@ Roundhouse
Try not to sink the cue ball and get husslin’.

**Free Pool**  | 3-5pm  
@ Roundhouse
Need some liquid courage for Open Mic Night? Happy Hour’s got you covered.

**Pixar Trivia Night**  | 6pm  
@ Roundhouse
Try not to sink the cue ball and get husslin’.

**Social Sports Start**  | 1pm  
You’ve read all the books and seen the films. You spent the summer practising running around with a broom between your legs. The time has finally come to make your Quidditch debut.

---

**THUR**  | **MAR 26**

**Breakfast Special**  | 8-11am  
@ The White House
Get stuffed to eat stacks of pancakes with a coffee for $5.

**Lunch Special**  | 11am onwards  
@ The White House
11am onwards

**Drinks Special**  | 12pm onwards  
@ The White House
Get the goon and microwaveable Easy Mac. The White House has you covered with pasta of the day and a glass of wine for $11.

**Drinks Special**  | 12pm onwards  
@ The White House
Share off your wine knowledge while drinking a $6 glass of any premium wine.

**Enviro Collective Meeting**  | 11-12pm  
@ Level 2, Arc Precinct

**Tea Society Gathering**  | 11-12pm  
@ Level 2, Arc Precinct
Come along to the Tea Society’s weekly tea gathering.

**Free Giant Games**  | 1-3pm  
@ Roundhouse
They’re your classic childhood games. But giant. Boo yay.

**Happy Hour**  | 4-5pm  
@ Roundhouse
Say goodbye to Thursday lectures and hello to cheap drinks with Happy Hour.

**Drinks Special**  | 5pm onwards  
@ The White House
What better way to end a day at uni than with a $7 iced tea?

---

**FRI**  | **MAR 27**

**Breakfast Special**  | 8-11am  
@ The White House
It’s almost the weekend so treat yourself with an egg, bacon roll plus coffee for $7.

**Lunch Special**  | 11am onwards  
@ The White House
Buy with boutique beer for $6.40.

**Drinks Special**  | 2pm onwards  
@ The White House
Try all those beers you’ve always been too stingy to buy with boutique beer for $4.80.

**Women of Colour Collective Meeting**  | 12-1pm  
@ Women’s Room, Arc Precinct, Basser Steps

**Arts Society Arts Camp**  | 9am  
@ Berry Sport and Recreation Centre
This three day ‘The FASS and the Furious’ Arts Society Arts Camp begins today.

**Women’s Collective Meeting**  | 2-3pm  
@ Women’s Room, Arc Precinct, Basser Steps

**Campus Bibo Study Talk**  | 1-2pm  
@ Electrical Engineering, G25

**Education Collective Meeting**  | 5pm  
@ Level 2, Arc Precinct

**Enviro Collective Meeting**  | 2-3pm  
@ Level 2, Arc Precinct

**Queer Collective Meeting**  | 2-4pm  
@ Queerspace, Chemical Sciences, 9.21

---

**Mar 28**

**Aussie Beef Burger**  | $9.50

---

**Mar 29**

**Super Dry Jug**  | $14

---

**Mar 30**

**Pixar Trivia**  | 11am

From the window to the WALL-E, it’s all happening at Pixar trivia. Put on your game face and stop pretending you don’t still watch children’s films.
What is The Mob?
The Mob is your friend when you’re away from home. It helps students who aren’t from Sydney adjust to Sydney life. We provide a network and organise social events so students feel like adjusting isn’t so hard. It’s also an Arc program that helps volunteers build skills that they may not get inside the classroom. This can be anything from task and time management skills to communication skills.

Why did you become involved with The Mob?
For me it was a great opportunity to talk to people who weren’t from my own personal context. I’ve always been interested in hearing from people who’ve been to rural Australia or from another state, and I get to see how their perspective on life is different to my own. It’s not just someone being international, they could be from another state, and I get to see how their perspective on life is different to my own.

What does volunteering for The Mob involve?
Volunteers might take a role in organising events and others might just come along on the day. During events volunteers basically just have fun. There’s always someone to talk to and people around to help with the organisational aspects.

How big are your events?
It depends. We run small events, like in the past we’ve run going to the Absinthesalon in Surry Hills. That was about 10 to 15 people at the very most. We’ve also run big events, like the Blue Mountains and Hunter Valley, run about 40 to 50 people.

What’s been the highlight of your time with The Mob?
As I said, getting to know people outside of my own personal context. I actually became such good friends with someone that invited me to their going away party even though we knew each other for a very short time. It’s great to keep in touch with them even now. It’s actually weird to think about me knowing people from all over the world.

Why do you think it’s important for UNSW to have a volunteer program like The Mob?
Everyone knows what it’s like to be a stranger in a place and The Mob helps with that. Having people there that are willing to talk to you and let you know the tips and tricks will always be comforting. When you have friends and a social network it will make your experience of a place a thousand times better.

Spectrum: Now Festival
Say hello to the first ever Sydney Morning Herald Spectrum: Now Festival. Essentially, it’s going to be the pages of Spectrum come to life, in events across Sydney. There is HEAPS on offer, from paper-shoe making workshops to music gigs, exhibitions and theatre productions.

Our pick of the bunch are:

1. Hollywood Nights
   - Where: Across Sydney
   - Cost: Varies depending on event, some are free
   - VERDICT: Culture
   - More Info: spectrumnow.com.au

2. The Room
   - When: March 11-29
   - Where: Hobart
   - Cost: Free
   - Enjoy those last weeks of warmth by hitting the beach. If you fancy somewhere a bit more secluded, try Wombarra down near Scarborough. While it takes an hour and a bit to get there by train from Central, it’s a pretty chilled ride, and the view as you go through Scarborough is stunning. Grab some snacks before you go though!

3. Wombarra Beach
   - When: Whenever you like
   - Where: Wombarra
   - Cost: Free
   - Enjoy those last weeks of warmth by hitting the beach. If you fancy somewhere a bit more secluded, try Wombarra down near Scarborough. While it takes an hour and a bit to get there by train from Central, it’s a pretty chilled ride, and the view as you go through Scarborough is stunning. Grab some snacks before you go though!

4. Royal Botanic Gardens
   - When: Those Beautiful Sunny Days
   - Where: Sydney CBD
   - Cost: Free
   - Not only beautiful and well located but also free! I like to take along a book or a magazine and just read all day, but in any case, people-watching is all the rage. Take some food, and you’ve got yourselves the makings of a pretty cheap and chilled out day!

5. Sydney CBD
   - When: March 11-29
   - Where: Sydney CBD
   - Cost: Varies depending on event, some are free
   - VERDICT: Culture
   - More Info: spectrumnow.com.au

EXPLORE

WHEN: March 11-29
WHERE: Across Sydney
COST: Varies depending on event, some are free
VERDICT: Culture
MORE INFO: spectrumnow.com.au

What’s been the highlight of your time with The Mob?
Probably kayaking in Sydney Harbour. It was really nice to be able to talk to people and get to know them on a nice sunny day with one foot hanging in the water and the Harbour Bridge on your left hand side. We were kicking people over and having a bit of a laugh, all in good nature though. That was my ideal event, and I really couldn’t ask for more.

What does volunteering for The Mob involve?
Some volunteers might take a role in organising events and others might just come along on the day. During events volunteers basically just have fun. There’s always someone to talk to and people around to help with the organisational aspects.

How big are your events?
It depends. We run small events, like in the past we’ve run going to the Absinthesalon in Surry Hills. That was about 10 to 15 people at the very most. Then bigger events, like the Blue Mountains and Hunter Valley, run about 40 to 50 people.

What’s been the highlight of your time with The Mob?
As I said, getting to know people outside of my own personal context. I actually became such good friends with someone that invited me to their going away party even though we knew each other for a very short time. It’s great to keep in touch with them even now. It’s actually weird to think about me knowing people from all over the world.

Why do you think it’s important for UNSW to have a volunteer program like The Mob?
Everyone knows what it’s like to be a stranger in a place and The Mob helps with that. Having people there that are willing to talk to you and let you know the tips and tricks will always be comforting. When you have friends and a social network it will make your experience of a place a thousand times better.

Want to get involved with TheMob? Head to arc.unsw.edu.au/get-involved.
The SmartPen, $150

These bad boys not only track your pen strokes and record your handwriting to a digital page but also record audio whilst you are writing. The Livescribe Echo SmartPen allows you to save interactive notes to your computer, iPad or iPhone via a micro-USB that is also used to recharge the pen. With storage that holds between 400 and 800 hours of audio, this pen is guaranteed to be your best friend in lectures!

Seagate BackUp Plus, $109

“My computer crashed” is seen as a “dog ate my homework” excuse for all lecturers. So stay smart and get an external hard drive. The Seagate BackUp Plus has 1TB of storage. I love this model as it has the ability to schedule backups, helping out us time poor students. After an all-nighter throw on a 4am scheduled backup and get back to bed. Next time you knock a beer over your computer, you will be sorted.

UE Boom, $170

Every student’s arsenal wouldn’t be complete without a decent sound system. The UE Boom has dual performance capabilities to ensure any dance sesh is all about that bass. With its 360° wireless speaker, Bluetooth connectivity and battery life of 15hrs, the UE Boom is the perfect way to kick off any Start of Session Party.

Futurume heads in jars could be close...

Have you ever had that feeling where you WISH you could just have someone else’s head on your shoulders? Well now Italian scientists from the Turin Advanced Neuromodulation Group say that a new head transplant could be ready in a matter of two years.

New supermassive black hole discovered

Astronomers have discovered an ultraluminous quasar with a supermassive black hole from the early universe, just 900 million years after the Big Bang, and although this seems like a LONG time in puny human years, this is a relatively short time in the universe’s total age. According to a study, the black hole has a mass that’s about 12 billion times that of our sun. Sweet jebus.

Stephen Hawking predicts the cause of the end of the world

Have you ever wondered how the world will end? Meteor? Aliens? Whatever the hell happened in that 2012 movie? Well, according to Stephen Hawking, military aggression will be the downfall of man. “A major nuclear war would be the end of civilization and maybe the end of the human race,” he said.

New supermassive black hole discovered

Astronomers have discovered an ultraluminous quasar with a supermassive black hole from the early universe, just 900 million years after the Big Bang, and although this seems like a LONG time in puny human years, this is a relatively short time in the universe’s total age. According to a study, the black hole has a mass that’s about 12 billion times that of our sun. Sweet jebus.

Stephen Hawking predicts the cause of the end of the world

Have you ever wondered how the world will end? Meteor? Aliens? Whatever the hell happened in that 2012 movie? Well, according to Stephen Hawking, military aggression will be the downfall of man. “A major nuclear war would be the end of civilization and maybe the end of the human race,” he said.
**Blitz caught up with Luke Gerber (Music and Education), Jack Janis (Design), Oscar Sharah and Jacob Siles from student band Oscar & The Grouches.**

**RAPID FIRE**

- Your new single, Jealous in three words?
  - Funky fresh coconut.
- Beards or man buns? Porque nos los dos.
- Cons or Vans?
  - Vans.
- Shoot, Shag or Marry?
  - Ned Flanders, Kanye West and Jim Carrey.
- Stranded. Desert Island. Three things. Go!
  - All you can eat buffet, a squishy waterbed, and resources to turn the island into a resort.

---

**When did you guys meet?**

Oscar (vocals/guitar), Jack (keys), and Jacob (drums) all went to school together. Oscar saw Jacob and Jack from across the playground... a few quick glances were exchanged and they knew something magical would happen. Luke (the bearded unbeathed bass player) is the new guy. Oscar got him to play bass for some productions of his but Luke couldn’t resist the funkiness and was roped in.

**How would you describe Oscar & The Grouches’ sound?**

If you were going to put a pop song on your ultimate road trip playlist? Who would feature on your magical mystery tour? Because we all have lonely hearts, dance moves to go along. The Beatles couldn’t resist the funkiness and was roped in.

**What’s the craziest thing you’ve gotten up to while abroad?**

I went on an impromptu ski trip to a town called Kitzbuhel in the Austrian Alps for my birthday. It was absolutely amazing but I will be giving myself more time to organise everything next time. Europe may be close and easy to get to, but finding accommodation at a popular ski resort one week in advance will always be stressful.

**What’s the weirdest food you’ve eaten?**

I’m going to have to go with haggis. Picture sheep lung, heart, and liver stuffed into an animal stomach with some onion, oatmeal and spices. It’s actually surprisingly edible considering the off-putting description.

**What surprised you about Edinburgh?**

The weather isn’t (quite) as miserable as I had been anticipating. While there has been plenty of snow, sleet, wind, and rain, it’s actually really sunny for the most part.

**What’s the biggest challenge you’ve faced on exchange?**

I lost my credit card a week after arriving in Scotland. Navigating a new city without any cash for the 10 days it took for my replacement card to arrive, was pretty daunting. Luckily, I had made some new friends who were more than happy to help me out, but it was not my best move.

**Are you slowly adopting a wee Scottish accent?**

I’ve been actively trying but apparently my attempts have been closer to pirate than Scottish (much to everyone else’s amusement). I’ll master it eventually.

---

**Are you legally adopting a wee Scottish accent?**

Absolutely! Don’t crush my dreams.

---

**Are you slowly adopting a wee Scottish accent?**

I’ve been actively trying but apparently my attempts have been closer to pirate than Scottish (much to everyone else’s amusement). I’ll master it eventually.

---

**Are you slowly adopting a wee Scottish accent?**

I’ve been actively trying but apparently my attempts have been closer to pirate than Scottish (much to everyone else’s amusement). I’ll master it eventually.
REGO DEADLINE EXTENDED
FINAL REGISTRATIONS CLOSE WED W3, CONDITIONS APPLY

SOCIAL SPORTS
GRAB SOME MATES
HAVE FUN AND GET FIT!

TOUCH FOOTBALL
OZTAG
3X3 BASKETBALL
FUTSAL

Volleyball
Flag Football
Quidditch
Dodgeball

For more details and to enrol or register, visit sport.arc.unsw.edu.au
FILM

Fifty Shades of Grey
Morton Tylden
BY YEL BRENDER

Taylor Johnson’s film is a vast improvement over the E.L. James source material. The film strips away Ana’s narrow sexual inhibitions and creates a credible and relatable character. Christian’s lighter, romantic side makes it easier to stomach his darker, disturbed side. Not to mention that Jamie Dornan is fifty shades of delicious.

CINEMATographically, the film is a glossy, visual feast. It blends palpable tension and tasteful eroticism with a decent smattering of nudity and sex toys. But most surprising of all, this film is genuinely and intentionally funny.

To its credit, the film represents a step forward in Hollywood’s depiction of women and sex. Dakota Johnson believably transforms from a mousy coed to illustrious woman, giving Ana the sex scenes will disappoint anyone looking for the heavy-breathing adult movie lack of the punch that the self-proclaimed ‘6 God’

true to form, Drake has once again spun a myriad of slow beat, fast talking tracks that fall outside the line of traditional hip hop – a style that has lured his three previous albums to success. Unlike the others, the latest mixtape lacks the punch that the self-proclaimed ‘6 God’ has. The first three tracks of the tape start off promisingly with classic Drake style and flow, which quickly dies down after a rather confusing 6th track titled Madonna, which sounds more plebian than god-like. The tone of the album quickly plummets below quality production, leaving only four tracks ringing in your head – a factor you can blame on the E.L James source material. The film

The annual Soundwave festival is one of the mostly hotly anticipated of the music scene. Worldwide acts and waves of enthusiastic punter make this a must-see event, and weaves lucky enough to participate. So what made this festival such a hit this year?

The crowds ruled. Circle pits, crowd surfing, walls of death – Soundwave had it all. Particularly outstanding were the final acts of the year which included Slipknot, Confession and Lamb of God (yes, all metal acts).

Some acts really knew how to show you a good time, like Steal Panther. This glam-metal outfit proved how dirty jokes and self-deprecating humour can be enjoyed while rocking your face off.

There were lots of surprises as well. You never know what musical gem you might find at this gig. I was pleasantly surprised by Finnish band Apocalyptica, who brought something fresh to the metal scene with unbelivably fast cello playing.

And just when I thought terrible weather would ruin the event, I was proved wrong. If anything, the rain during Papa Roach’s set made the crowd even more pumped. And the sudden burst of confetti (like during Slash), made it even more of a party.
Third year design student Amy Knowlton shares her secret indulgent brownie recipe with Blitz.

Makes 32 pieces

VEGETARIAN

**Ingredients**

- 1 ¼ cup soft baking margarine
- 1 cup plain flour
- 1 tsp baking powder
- ¾ cup cocoa powder
- 1 cup castor sugar
- 4 large eggs
- 2/3 cup chocolate chips

**Directions**

1. Preheat oven to 180ºC.
2. Line a small roasting tin with foil and grease well.
3. Put all of the ingredients into a bowl and mix well until blended. This can be done in a food processor, mixing in the chocolate chips by hand.
4. Spoon the mixture into the roasting tin and level the top.
5. Bake for 40-45 minutes until set. You can check this by placing a skewer into the centre and, when ready, it will come out clean.
6. Remove brownies from oven and allow to cool in the tin.
7. Cut into squares.
8. Serve.

---

**SUDOKU**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

---

**COLOUR ME IN**

---

**UNSW EATS**

---

**WICKED CHOCOLATE BROWNIES**

---

**UNSW EATS**

---

**JOBS & OPPS**

---

**Artsweek Coordinator**

Do you live and breathe the arts at uni? Arc is looking for a creative student coordinator for Artsweek. Engage with UNSW arts organisations, lead a team of volunteers and encourage students participation in the week-long festivities. Get in quick! Applications close on 23 March. Find out more at jobs.arc.unsw.edu.au.

---

**UNSWeetened Coordinator**

Do you have a flair for writing? Arc is looking for a student coordinator for the UNSWeetened Literary Journal. The annual publication facilitates and celebrates creative writing in both fiction and poetry at UNSW. Lead a team of volunteers while inspiring budding creative writers. Get in quick! Applications close on 23 March. Find out more at jobs.arc.unsw.edu.au.

---

**UNSW EATS**

---

**WICKED CHOCOLATE BROWNIES**

Third year design student Amy Knowlton shares her secret indulgent brownie recipe with Blitz.
JOIN Arc TODAY

WHEN YOU JOIN Arc YOU GET ALL THESE AWESOME DISCOUNTS AND MORE. DON’T FORGET TO SHOW YOUR Arc STICKER.

Voxpops.

By Eden Gillespie

Kingswood

ARIA nominees Kingswood have announced a huge nationwide tour, and they will be performing at the Roundhouse March 18. Hailing from Melbourne, this four-piece indie rock outfit have toured with British India, Grinspoon, Aerosmith, and others, and they’ve played at packed festival crowds at Splendour in the Grass, Big Day Out, Groovin The Moo, and more. They’ve arrived on the music scene in a big way, already making the top ten in the 2014 ARIA charts with their debut album Microscopic Wars. And with triple j boasting their “swagger filled guitar riffs” and “incredibly smooth and strong vocals”, this is not one to be missed.

Kingswood will be joined by a killer lineup of The Belligerents, Food Court and Bad News Toilet DJs.

Competition rules:
1. Put on your best “royal” wear (think crowns, fur capes, thrones)
2. Upload your picture to Instagram
3. Hashtag #UNSWroundhouse and tag @arcunsw
4. Join the Kingswood event on the Roundhouse Facebook page

Winners will be announced March 12.

Exclusive Members Discounts

When you join Arc you get all these awesome discounts and more. Don’t forget to show your Arc sticker.

Wholesale

60% off comprehensive travel insurance
$5 off packages including flights, tours and insurance

STA Travel

60% off comprehensive travel insurance
$5 off packages including flights, tours and insurance

Tropical Soul Dance Studio

25% off any 6-week dance course
Regatta for two courses in the same 6-week term and receive 30% off

Soul

Tropicana

30% off discount

Tropicana

10% off discount

Maya Vegetarian Restaurant

10% discount on all a la carte meals (not including drinks)

Arc

What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day? Eat a big breakfast and anything good will happen.

Who is your favourite Pixar villain? Lotso from Toy Story.

How do you catch up on readings? Grab a coffee, then go somewhere, even if you die, they won’t find you.

*Win a Double Pass to Kingswood

THANKS TO YOUR KINDNESS

by Eden Gillespie

Raisa

Advanced Science

Pixar or DreamWorks? Pixar, because they were part of my childhood and my all-time favourite movie is Monster’s Inc.

What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day? Wear a four-leaf clover.

Who is your favourite Pixar villain? Syndrome from The Incredibles. “If everyone is super, then no-one will be.”

Janie

International Studies

Pixar or DreamWorks? Pixar, because they were part of my childhood and my all-time favourite movie is Monsters Inc.

What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day? Bring a four-leaf clover.

Who is your favourite Pixar villain? Syndrome from The Incredibles. “If everyone is super, then no-one will be.”

Nick

Engineering and Science

Who is your favourite Pixar villain? Syndrome from The Incredibles. “If everyone is super, then no-one will be.”

What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day? Bring a four-leaf clover.

Who is your favourite Pixar villain? Syndrome from The Incredibles. “If everyone is super, then no-one will be.”
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Pixar or DreamWorks? Pixar, because they were part of my childhood and my all-time favourite movie is Monster’s Inc.

What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day? Wear a four-leaf clover.

Who is your favourite Pixar villain? Syndrome from The Incredibles. “If everyone is super, then no-one will be.”

Janie

International Studies

Pixar or DreamWorks? Pixar, because they were part of my childhood and my all-time favourite movie is Monsters Inc.

What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day? Bring a four-leaf clover.

Who is your favourite Pixar villain? Syndrome from The Incredibles. “If everyone is super, then no-one will be.”

Nick

Engineering and Science

Who is your favourite Pixar villain? Syndrome from The Incredibles. “If everyone is super, then no-one will be.”

What’s your best tip for getting lucky on St Patrick’s Day? Bring a four-leaf clover.

Who is your favourite Pixar villain? Syndrome from The Incredibles. “If everyone is super, then no-one will be.”
Mid Session

ZOMBIE PROM

8pm - Thurs 2 April

UNSWROUNDHOUSE.COM

Roundhouse encourages the Responsible Service of Alcohol. 18+ only. Valid identification required upon entry.